OCTAGRAM
JAN 1, 2018

THE MONTHLY NEWSLETTER OF THE MGs OF BALTIMORE, MD

YES, THERE WILL BE AN MGOB
MEETING ON JANUARY, 2, 2018.

The MGOB After Christmas Party
will be held at
Mike & Mary Lutz
59 Windemere Pkwy.
Phoenix, MD 21231
January 6, 2018
Phone: 410-592-8610
E-mail: MGTLUTZ@Verizon.net
The Club will supply drinks and deli trays. Bring a dish and any
thing special you want to drink. Door prizes and special gifts will
be presented to the attendees.
DISCLAIMER
The OCTAGRAM is published monthly by the MGs of Baltimore car club. Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the Club, Club
officers, or the newsletter staff. Technical information is believed to be accurate. However, any repairs or mechanical advice is attempted at the
readers own risk. The Club, officers, or staff will not be responsible for any misinterpreted or incorrect technical information.
Articles appearing herein may be used by other other car clubs or organization in their own newsletters,providing appropriate credit and
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Officers and Chairpersons
President - Richard Liddick

410-817-6862

RGL2MGBGT@aol.com

1st Vice Presi - Ken Olszewski 410-893-1661

KENMGOB@comcast.net

2nd Vice Pres- Mike Lutz

410-592-8610

MGTLUTZ@Comcast.net

Treasurer - Randy Kegg

410-592-3733

RANDELL_KEGG@msn.com

Secretary - Tracy Trobridge

410-489-7474

tracy21794@yahoo.com

Newsletter - Roger Marshall

410-747-3586

S10Blazer@aol.com

Membership - Kathy McHenry

410-817-6862

themgbabe@comcast.net

Rally Master - Eric Salminen

443-463-3071

mgobrallymaster@gmail.com

MGs On the Rocks - Jack Long 410-420-1385

unionjackparts@gmail.com

Tool Meister - Randy Kegg

410-592-3733

RANDELL_KEGG@msn.com

Web Master - Richard Liddick

410-817-6862

RGL2MGBGT@aol.com

New Members

MGs of Baltimore Affiliations

WELCOME TO ALL

North American MGB Register
North
American MGA Register
American MGB Association MG Car Club UK

Mike & Cathy Pavese ’79 Midget

MEMBERSHIP
Submit changes in address etc to
Kathy McHenry 5237 Glen Arm Road E.
Glen Arm, MD 21057
410-817-6862
themgbabe@comcast.net

TECH SESSION
December
Maintenance of the front end, wheels, bushings, u joints, king pin and
link pins, etc.
continued on next page
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From: El Presidente
As we enter the dead of winter don’t think that the club has gone into the hibernation mode,
we still have lots of stuff going on. First off is the Annual MGOB “After the Holidays” Party
scheduled for Saturday, January 6th, 2018 starting at 6:00 p.m. This year’s party is being
hosted by Mike & Mary Lutz at their lovely home located at: 59 Windmere Pkwy. Phoenix,
MD 21131. R.S.V.P. at 410-592- 8610 or e-mail at mgtlutz@verizon.net The club will supply
beverages and a main event, we ask you to bring a dish. There will be a special surprise
gifts to all attendees.
The Annual “Chilly Run” will be held on Sunday, February 18th, starting at 2:00 p.m. with a
snow date of Sunday, February 25th at the home of Len & Lee Picton. The Picton’s are
located at 2765 Westminster Rd, Ellicott City, Md 21043. R.V.S.P. Len & Lee at
410-461-6927 or e-mail at LenPicton@aol.com Enter your favorite chili or non-chili items for
fun and prizes. As usual the club will provide beverages, you supply the fun.
But wait there’s more. Eric Salminen and Dennis Blevins are working on the 29th Annual Get
the “Dust-Off” Rallye set for Sunday, May 6th, 2018 more details will follow in future issues of
the Octagram.
MG 2018 the 27th Annual North American MGB Register Convention, hosted by none other
than the MGs of Baltimore in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania June 17th – 22nd is generating lots of
excitement, paid registration for now stands at 146 and they are coming it at one or two a
day. As I have said on numerous occasions, events are filling up and some are limited, so
register early. To register go to www.mg2018.namgbr.org
Finally, as a good number of you know, one of our long time members, Wendy Stahl has
been undergoing a rough time. She has been in the hospital since the day after
Thanksgiving fighting cancer. While there have been ups and downs during her treatment, it
appears she is out of the woods and on the road to recovery. Please take a minute and put
in a good word for her with the Big Guy or whoever or whatever it is you speak to when
somebody special needs a little help.
Happy New Year and Safety Fast!
Richard Liddick, El Presidente!

continued on next page
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2018 MGOB CHILI RUN
The 2018 Chili Run will be held at the home of Len and
Lee Picton on Sunday, February the 18th starting at 2pm.
Please bring a chili or some other food to share. For new comers,
chilis will be judged by members and awards will be given to winners
of a variety of style to be chosen by the host. There will be a major
award for the hottest chili and the maker must eat a bowl of that chili.
Most recent winners have been Patti Shields, Mike Lutz and Alec
Ollerman. There are two awards, on the Elvis doll and the plaque.
See if you can unseat these heat fiends.
Len and Lee live at 2765 Westminster Road in Ellicott City, MD

Please RSVP in February to Len and Lee so she can prepare for
the crowd.
Phone

410 - 461 - 6927,

Email

LenPicton@aol.com

See you there !

The snow date for the event will be February 25, same
time, same place.

continued on next page
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Polishing Metal [by: Halloweenking]
Hotrodders Bulletin Board: Knowledge Base: Body-Exterior: Articles
Can it be polished? In most cases, yes it can.
When chrome plating or paint is either out of your budget or out of the question,
polishing could be just what you're looking for. A polished piece is not only
cosmetically appealing, but in some cases it also enhances performance. Polishing
is not only appealing because of its cosmetic and in some cases performanceenhancing properties -- it's also appealing because nearly anyone can do it for little
investment.
Polishing can be done by anyone at any time anywhere. Anyone can polish nearly
any surface with little experience and know-how. Polishing is basically made up of
three things: knowing your surface material, knowing how much you should or can
polish, and knowing your tools. If you know those three things, you can polish
anything with a little guidance.
Now, first thing you must know is the surface you want to polish. Each metal has
different polishing characteristics. Some metals can't be polished at all. Metals like
pure iron and lead cannot be polished. The first thing you'll need to know is what
type of material it is. Whether it's steel or aluminum or one of the other many times
of pure metals and alloys found today. After you find out what type of material
you're wanting to polish, you will need to find out what type of metal it is -- forged,
billet, or cast. Each of these types of metals has different characteristics.
Forged metal is a metal that was basically compressed into its current shape. This
process eliminates all the air pockets in the metal to create a more solid and sturdy
piece. This type of metal can be polished thoroughly without the fear of polishing
through a skin layer.
Castings are a metal that have been cast into a mold and let cool. This type of
metal contains trapped air pockets beneath the "skin" layer. The meaning of a
"skin" layer is that the casting developed a smooth thin skin-like layer over the
material due to the smoothness of the casting mold. Now, this type of material's
"skin" layer can be polished, but only a certain amount of material can be removed
during the polishing process without polishing through the smooth "skin" to the air
pockets in the casting below. This casting procedure is used in most manufacturing
of OEM and aftermarket parts unless otherwise stated. It can be polished to a fine
mirror-like quality, but use caution.
continued on next page
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Billet material is a piece that was machined or carved from a single piece of
material. It is the craze as of the past decade. While it is structurally inferior to
forged pieces, it can be polished like forged pieces. Billet aluminum, however
requires more steps for a good polish due to its ease of scratching and unwilli
´ngness to buff out once scratches develop.
Now that you know what type of material you're working with, you can figure out
how much material can be removed during the polishing process for that particular
type. You will need to look at the piece itself. What is the piece used for? Can you
safely polish the part without ruining structural credibility? Can the part be polished
and still perform its duty adequately? If so, continue on.
Now that you know your material and part, what tools do you use? Tools can range
from basic sandpaper and elbow grease, to liquid or bar cutting abrasives (rouge)
and cloth wheels or conical buffs used with your household drill, drill press, small
rotary tool or an arbor. What you will most likely be using depends on the size of the
piece to be polished.
There are a variety of companies that sell polishing supplies. Some offer kits, some
don't. The rouges and cutting abrasives come in both waxy bars and pasty liquid
form. Each of these has a different part to play in the polishing process. The pastes
have grit values just like sandpaper. Actually, these pastes are sandpaper -- just in
liquid paste form. The bars do not have grit value. They are color-coded -- black
(harshest) to white (most gentle for final finishing). Different companies has different
final finishing colors -- some finish with white, some with pink. Consult the company
for further color-coded information before use. Also, each type of material has its
own special abrasives. Each buff of wheel has its own place also. The tighter the
weave, the harsher it will cut the surface. The looser, the closer you get to a finer
polished finish.
Now I will demonstrate the steps to polishing a cast aluminum wheel.
1.
Check to see if the part, in this case a cast wheel, has any clear coating. If it
does, it must be removed with a chemical stripper before polishing
.

continued on next page
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2.
Prepare your tool. In this case, an electric drill. Get the drill ready for use, start
with a firm tight weave conical buff. Get the drill up to a low speed and apply the
cutting (cut and color) abrasive to buff, then to the metal. This step is just basic
smoothing and blending.
3.
Next, with a new clean softer buff use a softer jeweler's rouge to clean up the
scratches and blend the polished surface uniformly. Now the wheel has a basic
polished look. If you want to go a step further, to mirrored finish, use another new
clean open weave buff and an even finer polishing compound. Remember on each
level to add more rouge every 20-30 seconds and try to keep the surface at a
constant uniform temperature.
4.
After the wheel is sufficiently polished to your liking, clean with a wax and
grease remover and clear coat. You could also get the wheel clear powder coated.
You can do the same with hand rubbing with sand paper and liquid polish for smaller
parts.
END OF ARTICLE
For any of the “T” Register members who might find it of interest, I thought I would
pass on information on a change to the final drive on the MG TD.
I have always wished that it had somewhat longer legs. Up to 50 - 55 mph it’s been
a happy car, but I always felt it didn’t like to be pushed above 55. This summer we
changed the final drive from the original 5.125 to 4.55. This was done after some
research and with the assistance of a local mechanic who doesn’t mind taking on off
beat jobs on old British cars.
It makes a big difference in the TD. With the change, the mph are about 1/8 over that
indicated on the speedo - 40 = 45, 50 = 56+, 60 = 671/2 and so forth. The numbers
seem like less of a change than the difference in the feel of the car. It just doesn’t
seem as labored in the low end of now common highway traffic - I don’t as often pull
over to let faster cars go by.
The only penalty is that the pulling power in 1st gear is slightly less. I really do not
notice a difference in low gear performance. It wasn’t cheap - just south of $1500 but I’m rapidly getting that much back in added driving pleasure. And I’m sure I’ve
added measurably to the life of the engine.
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WINTER VISUAL INSPECTION OF YOUR CAR
FROM THE 12-2017 NCCW NEWSLETTER (Witchita)
FLOOR: Look for FRESH wet spots. If none, replace with fresh paper mat. If you DO have new
spots, don't move car until locating origin.
Green spot: antifreeze? heater control valve? leaky hose/clamp? water pump?
Dark oil stain: oil pan? Transmission? valve cover? oil mains? front oil cooler if any?
Greasey gloppage: slung on undercarriage? Check the INSIDE of tires for smears of grease;
check pumpkin to oil level. Use a flashlight on axle seals. Pull rebound straps to find cracks..
TIRES: Any bulged on bottom? Break out tire gauge & pump and change 20 lb to a firm 30,
ESPECIALLY if you continue to drive yours through winter like ME. Round tires with less rolling
friction save more than just a little on petrol AND will stop you safely! Close squint will find
fine cracks in tire sidewalls. (NOTE: These days, due to new rubber formulae, tire integrity
becomes a crapshoot after 5 years. In a previous issue I reported the story of a lucky lady whose
tire disintegrated on the downgrade of a mountain road and landed her on up-side of the bank but
not damaged. Tire shop man got her attention by peeling the tread off with his bare hands. Old,
cracked tires make lethal antiques.
LIGHTS WALKAROUND: Lighted? All of 'em? Check backup lights, parking & side markers,
headlights, turn signals, AND change that map light you haven't replaced. Back up to garage door
and check brake lights; after all, it's not just for th' guy coming up behind you.
FUSES: Where the heck did you last put 'em? Buy missing sizes and stick 'em in glovebox: if you
haven't blown a fuse in a long while, you are due for one at the worst possible time.
LIQUIDS: Assuming that you had no A/F or water valve leaks, it's still a good idea to check liquid
reservoir levels. If you have an A/F chemistry checker, ensure the antifreeze covers low temps to
protect block & plugs from pesky freeze cracks.
It's dusty, breezy country air getting sucked into the nose of your beast. For it to be fit for
jaunts out AND back, make time to inspect your car.
FILTER(S): Air filters prevent your carburetor(s) from developing serious allergies.
FILTER: Fuel filters need a squint periodically. FILTERS: Fresh oil & a clean filter keeps car from
building up sludge in the oil pan and allows fewer fine particles to grind down the mirror finish of
your expensive cylinder walls. To highlight MG engines here: our older engines perform best (my
humble opinion) on 20W-50 GTX oil, when accompanied with an oil additive that replaces most of
the chemistry that the oil refineries remove for motors 1980s & on. That additive is ZDDP and runs
about $10 a very small bottle that pays big dividends on extending the life of your older MG
engine. To that I add a 1/2 pint of Lucas Heavy Duty Oil Stabilizer. This combination of
lubrication chemistry is a very important preventative treatment for your old engine that will allow
you to put many extra zeroes on the face of your odometer.
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This article is from the Vintage Triumph Register and is being run for those MGOB
members who may have a Triumph. Comments in ( ) are the editors in place of photos
that could not be reduced. Roger

Carbon Canister Rebuild
Steve Mumma
In last month’s Standard, Michael Roe presented the Theory of Operation of the
Triumph Carbon Canister. In brief, the carbon canister operates to scrub fuel vapors
from the carburetor, fuel tank and crank case instead of being released into the
atmosphere. Mike also noted that these carbon canisters should be replenished every
50K miles, or so..
Early model canisters on the Spitfires and TR6s have screw- threaded bottoms, and
can be disassembled. Apparently, later models do not unscrew and were considered
replaceable items. I recently refurbished Don Sheehan’s canister for his ’73 TR6
restoration. His canister turned out to be in pretty good shape.
( Photo of canister cleaned and unassembled)
But if you find that your canister screens and filters are beyond repair, you can always
use Scotch Brite scour pads for the filters along with screens found at any hardware
store
. (photo of the old filter and the Scotch Brite pads)
You will want to replace the charcoal, which is likely saturated with absorbed fuel
vapors. The replacement charcoal that I used is activated carbon pellets for aquarium
filters, which can be found at your local pet store.
(Photo of charcoal container from a pet store)
The canister should be filled with just enough carbon pellets to compress the spring,
thus holding the carbon pellets, filters and retainers in place.
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from the Emerald Necklace MG Register

LEL MEETS
The LEL division of MGOB held a luncheon on Thursday ,Dec. 14, at Wargo’s in
Forrest Hill MD. The LEL (League of Extraordinary Loafers) is a loosely un-organized
group of MGOB members who either have retired or just didn’t want to go to work that
day. Approximately 20 -25 enjoyed the food, drink and fellowship on an excellent day
and drew people from PA to Catonsville, MD and the weather was nice, snow having
melted and roads well cleared by the highway departments of different agencies.
Just a fun afternoon.
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2018 MGOB CALENDAR
JAN.

2ND - MGOB meeting.
6TH - MGOB After Christmas Party at Mike Lutz’s 6 PM

FEB.

6TH - MGOB Meeting.

18th Chili Run at Len Picton’s home. 2PM, Snow date Feb 25th
MARCH 6TH MGOB Meeting.
APRIL 3RD MGOB Meeting.
MAY 1ST MGOB Meeting.
MAY 6TH

Get The Dust Off rally
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MGOB Tools For Member’s To Borrow
Engine Stand (2)

Harmonic balancer puller

Engine lift with tilt device (2)

Camshaft Degree wheel with
TDC finder, etc.

Whitworth wrenches
Whitworth sockets

Timing light

Whitworth thread file

Dwell/Tach Meter

MGB Kingpin Reamer

Differential flange removal tool

Sandblaster (Suction from a bucket
type)

Brake line bender – tubing
cutter – bubble type flaring
tools

Rostyle Wheel Paint Mask (MGB)
Midget Kingpin reamer
SU Carb Throttle shaft reamer for
MG T,A, B carbs
SU Carb Throttle shaft reamer for
Midget carbs
Click Type Torque Wrench 0-150 ftlb.
Standard 1/2″ Socket set

Slide Hammer for bushings,
bearing caps, and axle
extraction
Lift-A-Dot Upholstery punch
tool
SU Carb Synchronizer
Pickle Fork for Tie Rod ends

Hub Puller

MGB Clutch Alignment Tool

Rear Hub sockets for MGA and
early and late MGB

Front Suspension Toe-In
Adjustment Tool
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